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INTRODUCTION

The punishment procedure has been defined as

(Church, 1963). An
stimulus is one which elicits escape or avoidance
reactions. While this procedure usually suppresses
behavior, special punishment techniques may facilitate
certain types of responses. Interesting examples of
such paradoxical punishment phenomena include the self-
punitive, or vicious-circle, effect (Mowrer, 1947) and
the temporary increase in the rate of punished Sidman-
avoidance behavior in monkeys (Appel, 1960).

Especially relevant to the present study are
instances of the self-punitive effect. This phenomenon

punished locomotor response. It is typically found
during the extinction of ongoing responses which
terminate or prevent the occurrence of aversive stimuli.
Following escape, avoidance, or avoidance-escape train-

1

'aversive"

maintained or
ing in a

refers to the increased vigor and/or persistence of a

straight alley, an animal's behavior may be 
prolonged by the presentation of an

a specified response"
"one in which an aversive stimulus is contingent upon
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aversive stimulus in some portion of the runway(e.g.,
Brown, Martin & Morrow, 1964; Melvin & Smith, 1967;

Under these conditions, theBeecroft & Brown, 1967).
noxious stimulus (e.g., electric shock) is never
present in the start box during extinction. In effect,

Central to theoretical explanations of this
phenomenon is the concept of conditioned fear (Mowrer,
1960; Brown, in press) which will be discussed in
detail in a later section of this paper. The general

procedure by which conditioned fear is established is as

follows:

Experimental operations necessary to the
production of conditioned fear have been used also to
demonstrate a related effect known as secondary
punishment" (Hake & Azrin, 1965; Brown & Farber, 1968).
In this procedure the presentation of a conditioned
aversive stimulus is made contingent upon a response.
Like primary punishment, the conventional secondary
punishment procedure typically weakens, or suppresses, 
the punished response.

If a neutral stimulus (CS) is repeatedly 
paired with a known aversive event, some of 
the noxious properties of the latter may be 
transferred to the former (Brown & Farber, 
1968, p 107).

an S entrapped in the vicious circle is punished when 
he runs and continues to run when he is punished.
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Review of the Literature

This section will review studies involving
response-contingent aversive stimulation in two related
areas, locomotor self-punitive behavior and secondary
punishment.

Self-punitive Locomotor Behavior

Experimental conditions favoring the occurrence
of vicious-circle behavior (VCB) in a runway have been

The vicious-circle effectdelineated in recent years.
is a function of punishment intensity, within certain
limits (Martin, 1964; Melvin & Bender, 1968). Also,

avoidance training typically leads to a stronger

vicious-circle effect than escape training (Beecroft &
Bouska, 1967; Bender & Melvin, 1967). Finally, a
delayed punishment location, i.e., one adjacent to the
goal box, leads to less facilitation than an immediate
location (i.e., one adjacent to the start box) or a
middle location (Martin & Melvin, 1964; Melvin, Athey &
Heasley, 1965; Melvin & Stenmark, 1968).

The generality of the basic VCB paradigm has
been extended recently in studies which have related

First, Melvin and Martinconditioned fear to VCB.
(1966) have shown that resistance to extinction can be
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punishing stimulus which is qualita

tively different from the aversive event used to
motivate prior escape training. These Es used either
shock or a loud buzzer as the aversive stimulus during
escape training and then tested for resistance to
extinction with shock, buzzer, or no aversive stimulus
present in the alley.
noxious buzzer in acquisition and shock-punishment in
extinction ran faster than groups given shock in both
acquisition and extinction; groups given shock in
acquisition and buzzer in extinction ran faster than
groups given buzzer in both acquisition and extinction.

Second, Melvin and Stenmark (1968) have shown
that the self-punitive effect is not limited to the
maintenance, during extinction, of a previously learned

After receiving 18 paired presentations ofresponse. a

trials.

This investigation thus

response.

non-punished Ss slowed down.
established a conditioned fear reaction which was later

by the punished Ss, whose running speed continued to 
increase following the pre-punishment trials, while the

buzzer and inescapable shock, Ss learned initially to 
traverse a non-electrified runway on three pre-punishment

It was found that groups given a

increased by a

The Ss were then given either 40 punished or 40 
non-punished trials. Self-punitive running was exhibited

maintained by punishment during the learning of a new
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Finally, Anson, Bender, and Melvin (in press)
and Melvin and Martin (1966) have demonstrated pro
gressively faster self-punitive running with a fixed-
duration punishing shock. Using a constant (.30 sec.)
punishing shock, faster running was reinforced by some
mechanism other than shock duration-reduction (Anson,

Moreover, the occurrence of this

mechanism possessing more permanent and more pervasive
effects than those of shock-energization or shock
dura t ion-r eduction.

Percentage of Punishment

This review will present chronologically a

detailed account of studies investigating the schedule,

or percentage, of punished extinction trials. Studies
of punishment schedules have been concerned with (a)
the effects of partial, as opposed to continuous,
schedules of punishment; and (b) the interaction of
punishment percentage with other variables such as type
of acquisition training and similarity between schedules
of punishment during acquisition and extinction.

In the first systematic study of the VCB effect,

et al., in press).
effect in only the shock segment of the runway, on both

Gwinn (1949) manipulated punishment percentage in an

punished and non-punished trials, implicates a
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escape paradigm. Following 18 training trials in a
circular alley three groups of rats were extinguished
with shock on 0%, 33%, or 100% of the extinction trials.
Although the 100% group ran slightly faster and resisted
extinction longer than the 33% group, the difference
between 33% and 100% punishment was not statistically
significant. Gwinn noted inhibitory as well as

Also,

of the alley may have suppressed the responses of some
Ss.

Melvin (1964) was the first to demonstrate
clearly a relation between VCB and percentage of
punished trials. Rats were trained in a 6 ft. runway
to escape a 60 v. shock present on 33%, 67%, or 100%
of the training trials. In extinction a 45 v. shock
was present in the last 4 ft. of the alley on 0%, 33%,

The Ss received twelve67% or 100% of the trials.
trials a day using an intertrial interval of approx-

Training was continued for seven daysimately 10 min.

escape response was an increasing function of the
percentage of punished-extinction trials regardless of

facilitatory effects, e.g., all Ss extinguished and 
some punished Ss exhibited vacillating activities, 
the use of visual cues distinguishing the shock sections

or until S_ took 60 sec. or longer to enter the goal 
box on one trial. Resistance to extinction of the
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the percentage of shocked acquisition trials. This

effect was reflected in both the trials-to-extinction

While Ss receiving 67% punishment-and speed measures.

The relatively poor performance offrom control Ss.

to the

the

distribution of extinction trials over days. There is
some evidence of a performance loss in the extinction
of escape responses during a 30 min. delay period
(Melvin, Martin & Parsons, 1965).

Further evidence for the differential effects

of punishment percentage has been found by Bender and

Melvin (1967) who examined the role of the punishment

schedule following escape or avoidance training. The

to one of four conditions: 10%, 50% or 100%

punishment of 70 massed trials with an intertrial

In agreement withinterval of approximately 30 sec.

Ss receiving 33% punishment was due possibly 

long (10 min.) intertrial interval and/or to

extinction exhibited the VCB effect, Ss receiving 33% 

punishment-extinction were essentially no different

0%,

Melvin (1965),, resistance to extinction was an increasing 
function of the percentage of punished extinction trials.
In the partially punished groups, avoidance-trained S_s 
were more resistant to extinction than escape-trained Ss.

Ss learned to traverse a 4 ft. runway to escape or 
avoid a 50 v. shock. In extinction Ss were assigned
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Each of these main, effects (percentage and training)
was apparent in both running speed and in the number

Under these conditions, partial
powerful facilitative effect.

Moreover, 50% punishment of avoidancepunishment.
trained responses yielded asymptotic running speeds
slightly superior to those of continuously punished
responses during the last block of extinction trials.
This gradual increase in running speed over blocks was

indicated that the percentage of punished trials required
for VCB decreases as other conditions become more favor
able.

Similar observations have been reported by

Beecroft, Fisher & Bouska (1967) who investigated the

effects of 0%, 20%, 50% and 100% punishment of

avoidance responses.

In terms of extinction trials completed, even 20%,

punishment proved as effective as 100% punishment.

different from 10%-escape Ss.

tative effect with only 10%, punished-extinction trials

Running speed of Ss receiving 100%, punishment was not 

significantly different from that of Ss receiving 50%,

of Ss extinguishing, 

punishment exerted a

not shown by 50%-escape Ss whose performance was no

Obtaining the facili-

Using a 3-sec. CS-US interval and 

a criterion of one avoidance, Ss were trained initially 

1-ft. shock adjacent to the goal box.to avoid a 55 v.
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However, there was a tendency for more 100% punished

While SsNo speed data were reported.

persistent running, relative to earlier studies. It is
possible that the use of delayed shock and
avoidance training in this experiment resulted in
relatively weak VCB even in continuously punished Ss.
In a massed-trials avoidance paradigm a reduction in
VCB may be found only within the 0-15% punishment range.

Martin and Moon (1968) reported results some-

group and the 100% group completed the same number of
responses and running speeds of these groups were not

However, the 100% group wassignificantly different.
significantly faster than the 33% group for approxi
mately 50 trials before the curves converged. On

The effects of 33% shock-punishment

approximately equivalent.

performance of the 33% group was inferior to performance

S_s than 20-50% punished Ss to complete the first block 

of trials.

punished trials, speeds of 33% and 100% Ss were

On nonpunished trials the

receiving only 20% punishment ran as long as Ss receiving 

100% punishment, none of the groups exhibited remarkably

"incomplete"

on punished trials.

what similar to those of Beecroft et al. using 33% 
punishment in escape learning. Following 16 training
trials, Ss were extinguished on 0%, 33% or 100% of the 
trials using a 30 sec. intertrial interval. The 33%
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were short lived, i.e., performance declined progres
sively over consecutive non-punished trials and
increased only temporarily--on punished trials. Martin

and Moon emphasized the energizing effects of shock

punishment in interpreting the 33% Ss' higher running

speed on shock trials. This interpretation seems

higher punishment percentage (50%) tended to reduce
speed differences between shock and non-shock trials

schedules apparently may result in equivalent performance,
Using closelyeven when running speeds are measured.

massed trials, Martin and Moon (1968) found stronger VCB
The concept of residual emotionalitythan Melvin (1964).

can account for this difference; i.e.,

The effects of variation in punishment

percentage depend on the type of response to be

"extinguished," as well as the response measure. The

(a) running speedstudies reviewed above suggest that:
measures are more sensitive to percentage effects than

plausible to the present writer since Anson et al. 
(in press) have shown subsequently that a slightly

long as 50 min.; in Martin and Moon's study, the S_ 
received at least one shock within a 4 min. period.

for partially-punished Ss.

In escape learning, 33% and 100% punishment

a 33%-punished S

in Melvin's study may have received no shock for as
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trials-to-criterion and (b) avoidance-trained responses

can be maintained by a lower percentage of punishment

than escape-trained responses. In general, the more

favorable the other conditions for VCB, the lower the

percentage of punishment required to produce this

effect.

Secondary Punishment

The majority of secondary punishment studies
These

learning history is presumably responsible for the
aversive properties of the

The present discussion will be confined to1965) .
studies of stimuli with aversive properties that have
been produced in the laboratory.

The association of neutral with aversive
stimuli defines the central feature of the traditional
fear-conditioning or emotional conditioning paradigm.
This procedure has also been used to study phenomena
related to secondary punishment such as conditioned
suppression, in which the occurrence of a punishing
stimulus is independent of the organism's behavior.

is conceived as
It should be noted, however, that a secondary punisher 

a response—contingent stimulus which

"symbolic punisher" (Boe,

have used human _Ss and symbolic punishers.
studies will not be considered here since a human SJs
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has been previously associated with an aversive event.

Several procedural variations of secondary
punishment investigations should be noted here. These
include: (a) the motivational state of the organism
during training and testing, e.g., the presence or
absence of hunger or fear, (b) the type of testing
procedure, e.g., acquisition, maintenance or extinction
of the punished response, (c) the type of motivation
underlying the punished response, (d) the temporal
sequence of Pavlovian fear conditioning and instrumental
learning, and (e) the presence or absence of the
conditioned punishing stimulus during the measurement
of secondary punishing effects. Organization of the
studies to be examined in this section will be based on
the motivational character of the punished response,
i.e., appetitive or aversive.

Appetitive responses. Using the basic secondary
punishment procedure described earlier, Mowrer and
Solomon (1954) and Mowrer and Aiken (1954) demonstrated
conditions necessary for establishing a learned fear
reaction.

Mowrer and Solomon trained rats to bar press

stimulus (blinking light)
for food and then investigated the strength of hunger- 
motivated bar pressing when a
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previously paired with shock was presented. Two
visually distinctive compartments were used. One
compartment was used for associating the blinking

light with shock; the other was used for training and

for testing the bar pressing response. (Separate and
dissimilar compartments in fear conditioning and
testing reduce the probability, in testing, of fear

Thus, thiselicitation from irrelevant apparatus cues.

procedure increases the relative salience of the

as a feature of the total stimulus complex.)buzzer-CS
Four groups were defined by the temporal relations
between the CS and the US during fear conditioning:
the US was either short or long and was terminated

In a delayed conditioningeither suddenly or gradually.
paradigm, the CS always terminated with the onset of

After CS-US pairings the CS was presented aloneshock.
in the training box to test its effect on food-

The extent to which barmaintained bar pressing.
pressing was inhibited in its presence was taken as an
index of secondary punishment, i.e., the extent to which
the light in the other compartment had acquired the

Finding no significantcapacity to produce fear.
differences among the four groups, Mowrer and Solomom
concluded that shock onset—the constant condition for
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all groups--must be the critical factor in fear

acquisition.
In a closely-related experiment Mowrer and

Aiken (1954) provided more conclusive evidence for the

importance of shock onset in fear acquisition. A 3-sec.
CS (blinking light) was paired with a 10-sec. US
(electric shock) for each group according to one of
several temporal arrangements, i.e., either onset or
offset of the CS was contiguous with either onset or
offset of the US for each group. When the subsequent
depressing effects of the CS on bar pressing were
evaluated, differences among the groups again indicated
that the pairing of a neutral CS with the onset of a
noxious stimulus was the most potent condition.

The investigations of Mowrer and his associates
have a significance and generality extending far beyond
the limited context of secondary punishment. These

thorough explanation of the fear-
conditioning process, although certain methodological
aspects have been challenged by Beecroft (1967). For

example, the initial training (40 bar presses over

five days) was felt to be insufficient to establish

stable bar pressing behavior. Also, the test for

suppressive effects lasted only five minutes.

studies provide a
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In a design similar to that of Mowrer and Aiken,

Barlow (1952) studied the effects of various temporal
relations between CS and US. For three differing
groups, GS termination was paired with the onset of
shock, with the offset of shock, or appeared after
shock had terminated. Barlow then tested the effects
of these procedures on the learning of a bar press
response which terminated the CS for half the _Ss and

As judged by timeproduced the CS for the other half.
spent on the bar, he found that the tendency to termi
nate the signal was strongest for Ss having the CS

His results also suggestedpaired with shock onset.
that fear conditioned to a formerly neutral CS could be

(1954) and Barlow was supplied by Evans (1962). A

technique for comparing positive and negative response

tendencies to a tone-click previously associated with

onset (avoidance)

In the initial establish-punishment was demonstrated.

ment of stable bar pressing behavior for sucrose rein

forcement each bar press was accompanied by a 5-sec. 83

db tone and the click of the reinforcement magazine.

The Ss then received eight pairings of tone-click with

used to motivate the learning of a new response, since 

Ss had not had prior training in bar pressing.

Support for the findings of Mowrer and Aiken

or offset (approach) of electric shock
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unavoidable 5-sec. shocks in a distinctive shock box.

The tone-click was made contingent upon barconnected.
Evans compared the avoidance and approach ratios,press.

each based on a proportion of the total postshock
responses to the total preshock responses.

Unlike most experiments involving secondary punishment
of an instrumental response (e.g., Mowrer & Aiken,
1954) , Evans thus demonstrated conditioned punishing
effects during extinction of the response.

Kaye, Cox, Bosack and Anderson (1965) have
reported a rather unusual demonstration of secondary
punishment in a young rhesus monkey. A neutral buzzer
was first paired with shock during primary punishment
of a toe-sucking response. The buzzer was subsequently

(reaching through the grid floor to the sawdust pan
below) to test its punishing value. Over a test span
of four consecutive days, 15 min. periods of contingent
buzzer and no-buzzer were alternated, yielding a total
of four such periods per day. Response rates of pan
play during periods in which the buzzer followed were

In testing, S_was placed back in the training box for 
a 30 min. session with the reinforcement mechanism dis-

For each S^, 
the avoidance ratio was smaller than the approach ratio.

made contingent on a different response, "pan play"
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considerably lower than rates during periods in which

the response was not followed by the buzzer. The

during punishment of one response could be used to

suppress a different response. Two additional features

of the procedure should also be noted: First, the

punished response was selected from S_'s existing

response repertoire, i.e., no special training procedures

Second, the

aversiveness of the CS resulted from its prior
association with an aversive stimulus used to suppress
another response rather than with inescapable, non

contingent shocks.

A technique recently introduced by Hake and
Azrin (1965) for investigating long-term effects of a
conditioned punishing stimulus represents an important
contribution to the study of secondary punishment. In

the shock-US were presented at irregular intervals to
The testing ofextend the effectiveness of the CS.

conditioned punishment was possible during the long
intervals between stimulus-shock pairings. Following

CS-US pairings, noncontingent CS presentations

the test situation, while JS was key pecking for food, 

response-independent pairings of the light-noise-CS and

significance of the Kaye et al. technique lies in its 

demonstration that fear conditioned to the buzzer-CS

were required to establish pan-playing.
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(conditioned suppression) were introduced. A 30% reduc

tion in response rate occurred during the presence of

the conditioned aversive stimulus while rates during the

absence of the CS were not appreciably affected. When

the punishment contingency, in which responses in the
absence of the stimulus produced the CS, was introduced,
responding was almost completely eliminated. Moreover,
the greater effectiveness of the punishment effect
relative to the suppression effect was an increasing
function of shock intensity.

Aversive responses. It appears that only one
study has investigated the effects of secondary punish
ment on an aversively motivated response (Zimmar, 1966).
Using a modified Mowrer-Miller apparatus, Zimmar
assessed the effects of a buzzer-CS previously paired
with shock on the extinction of an active avoidance
(hurdle jumping) response in relation to the learning
of a passive avoidance ("staying put") response.

The last 5 sec. ofthe buzzer-treatment apparatus.

each buzzer presentation was accompanied by electric

shock. After buzzer treatment Ss were trained to avoid 

shock by crossing the hurdle from one compartment to the

Initially, Ss received ten 10-sec. buzzer presentations 

separated by 30- 60- or 90-sec. no-buzzer intervals in
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other within 5 sec. after the onset of an overhead
light.

(a) immediate secondary punishment in which ahere:

5-sec. buzzer was presented immediately after an avoidance

response for 10 treatment trials; or (b) delayed secon-

punishment in which the buzzer was presented 30dary

All Ss were thensec. after the response had been made.

extinguished to a criterion of 5 consecutive failures

The major finding wasto make an avoidance response.

that secondary punishment immediately following the

response inhibited avoidance behavior (i.e., produced

passive avoidance learning) during extinction. Delayed

punishment inhibited the response to a lesser degree.

Learning of the passive avoidance response was attri

buted to the elimination of fear-arousing, response-

produced stimuli.

Zimmar noted that the suppressive effect of

which punishment was applied--after the response had

It should be noted that primary punishmentbeen made.

of shuttle avoidance in rats has consistently suppressed

behavior (e.g. , Karnin, 1957; Smith, Misanin, and

Campbell, 1966). There is usually no clear

fear-motivated act may have resulted 

from the temporal location in the response sequence in

Following acquisition, Ss were assigned to 

several groups, only two of which will be considered

"safe" area

punishment on a
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in a two-way shuttlebox--a factor that often leads to
poor learning in these situations. Punishment-induced
facilitation usually results from the punishment of an

straight-alley or Sidman avoidance
paradigm. For example, Rescorla and LoLordo (1965) have
shown that the rate of Sidman avoidance responding during
extinction can be increased by presentation of a non
contingent stimulus formerly associated with shock.

Experimentally-produced secondary punishing
effects of a variety of stimuli have been observed in

The studies reviewed above—rats, pigeons, and monkeys.
those involving appetitive, as well as aversive responses--
indicate that a neutral stimulus may acquire the capacity
to inhibit antedating responses through its association
with an unconditioned punishing stimulus (electric shock).

Theoretical Considerations

Students of self-punitive behavior have appealed
to several theories of punishment to account for its

paradoxical facilitative effects (see Church, 1963).

Most compelling among theoretical accounts of VCB is

the Mowrer-Brown hypothesis (Mowrer, I960; Brown, 1965)

three-stage process:

which emphasizes the role of conditioned fear in a

(a) An animal trained to escape

ongoing response sequence, a procedure more easily 

employed in a
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or avoid shock is initially motivated to run by fear
which has been conditioned to cues of the alley and
start box. (b) After the instrumental response has been
triggered the animal's fear is strengthened subsequently
by his encounter with shock in the alley. This fear
generalizes throughout the alley and start box.
(c) Finally, the reduction of shock-pain and conditioned
fear serve to reinforce as well as energize the punished
locomotor response. This hypothesis thus identifies

three major components of the VCB behavioral sequence:

conditioned fear, motivational increments, and anxiety-

and pain-reduction.

Brown (in press) has suggested recently some

additional aspects of the reinforcement process relating

to the role of shock-punishment itself. Other sources

(a) associativeof reinforcement for VCB include:

connections to response-produced stimuli, i.e., as the

S runs in punishment-extinction, forward locomotion

becomes conditioned to proprioceptive cues. To the

extent that shock becomes a conditioned stimulus for

forward locomotion, then, it loses its power to elicit

withdrawal responses (e.g., freezing); (b) residual

, perseverating effects of shock

punishment from one trial may affect performance on the

next trial. Recent investigators of self-punitive

emotionality, i.e.
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behavior have directed more attention to the Mowrer-
Brown hypothesis than to any other, perhaps because
early studies comparing this account with other
interpretations have generally supported the conditioned-
fear theory.

In similar conceptual vein, Rescorla and Solomon

(1967) espouse a two-process learning theory with

implications highly relevant to the present problem.

According to their account, a stimulus paired with an

aversive event becomes i.e., it occasions

conditioned fear, resulting in the facilitation of fear-

motivated instrumental responses. Thus, through the

interaction of Pavlovian and instrumental response

processes, this conceptual scheme (see Table 1 of

Rescorla and Solomon, 1967) also implies that the pre

sentation of such a fear-producing, excitatory stimulus

will facilitate an instrumental self-punitive response.

One of the more prominent alternatives to the

Mowrer-Brown hypothesis--and the only other theory which

has been subjected to direct experimental scrutiny--is

(Church, 1963).

This hypothesis asserts that the resistance to extinction

of a punished response is an increasing function of the

similarity between conditions in acquisition and

In general, the discrimination hypothesisextinction.

the so-called "discrimination hypothesis"

"excitatory,"
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has fared poorly in experimental tests. Several of

the studies reviewed above indicate that performance of

a punished response may improve as a result of change

in the stimulus situation. Melvin (1964), e.g., found

qualitative change in the nature of the punishing stimulus

from acquisition to extinction was more strongly facil-

itative than when the mode of the noxious stimulus was

The latter finding is perhaps most damagingunchanged.

to the discrimination hypothesis. The most recent

establishes and maintains a fear-motivated response

(See pp. 3-4which has not been completely learned.

for a more detailed discussion of Melvin & Martin (1966)

and Melvin & Stenmark (1968).)

This hypothesis

than suppression, if the responses elicited by the

response.

punishing stimulus are compatible with the punished

Although this theory can readily account for

investigators in VCB (Church, 1963).

states that punishment will produce facilitation, rather

that Ss trained under 33% and 67% shock schedules

initially and then shifted to 100% were more resistant

evidence against the discrimination theory stems from 

the finding of Melvin and Stenmark (1968) that punishment

Finally, the "competing response hypothesis" 

(Guthrie, 1935) has received attention from some

to extinction than Ss maintained on their original 

schedules. Also, Melvin and Martin (1966) found that a
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the basic vicious-circle phenomenon it cannot predict
the effects of some variables that have been examined

More

importantly, the competing response interpretation is

strained in accounting for the punishment-induced

facilitation found in Sidman-avoidance and discrete

trials signaled avoidance learning (Sandler, Davidson,

In these situations shock-Greene, & Holzschuh, 1966).

punishment should elicit responses which
compete with--and thus inhibit—the barpress response.

The Problem

The present study was designed to provide evidence

The first of thesebearing on three major questions.

is more strongly empirical; the others are primarily

theoretical in substance.

First, can the VCB paradigm encompass the

phenomenon of secondary punishment, i.e., can responding

be facilitated by secondary as well as primary punish

ment?

punishment maintain the self-punitive response? The

, its capacity

to elicit a conditioned response, presumably decreases

as a function of the number of occasions on which it

"naturally"

efficacy of a conditioned stimulus, i.e.

in the VCB situation, i.e., it lacks scope.

occurs in the absence of the unconditioned stimulus.

If so, can a partial schedule of secondary
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Thus, it is possible that fear conditioned to the buzzer

only one-third of the trials—than in 100% buzzer-

punished Ss. Therefore, a partial conditioned-punish

ment schedule may result in a slower extinction trend

than a continuous schedule. However, a continuous

punishment schedule should produce performance which is

initially superior to that produced by a partial schedule.

Second, what is the role of conditioned fear in

the production of the VCB effect? Since currently popular

theoretical accounts pointedly emphasize the conditioned

fear process, it is worthwhile to clarify its contribution

to VCB, relative to other potential sources of reinforce

ment, e.g., pain-reduction and shock duration-reduction.

In the present study the use of a partial punishment

schedule, which permits separate analysis of punished

and non-punished trials, is useful to this end. As in
Anson et al. (in press), this approach may provide
evidence that fear mechanisms have effects which are
pervasive-occurring on both punished and non-punished
trials--and cumulative—increasing in strength with

Thus, the evaluation of conditioned fearpractice.
effects in the present study was performed through

should extinguish less rapidly in CS-33 Ss--who experi
ence the buzzer-CS in the absence of the shock-US on
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analyses of running times: (a) under partial, continuous,

and no-punishment conditions and (b) on punished and

sons, a group receiving primary shock-punishment (i.e., a

typical VCB experimental group) was compared with

secondary punishment groups to assess the relative

potency of the conditioned punishing effect. It was

The third major question posed by the present

study concerns the role of classical conditioning in

Specifically, is the learning of fearfear learning.

governed by Pavlovian conditioning mechanisms? Are the

operations of classical conditioning necessary and/or

This is a rather widelysufficient to produce fear?

held proposition and, indeed, is an important assumption

'Random-Buzzer" groupof the Mowrer-Brown theory. A

supplied data pertinent to this question. This group

temporal

arrangement which was considered insufficient to

establish classical conditioning. Under these conditions ,

it is likely that fear is conditioned to stimuli other

expected that shock-punished Ss would exhibit strong and 

stable VCB throughout extinction, while buzzer-punished

non-punished trials for partially-punished Ss.

In addition to the punishment-percentage compari-

received initial buzzer-shock pairings in a

S_s would show a gradual decrement in running speed over 

the late blocks of punishment-extinction.
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than, the specified buzzer-CS (e.g., apparatus cues)

especially with strong shock. However, the degree of

fear learned with this procedure is typically less than

that to such cues plus CS (McAllister & McAllister,

Finally, the performance of a "Novel Buzzer"1962).

group, which never experienced shock in association with

the buzzer, was included in the design to assess any

inherent aversive or disinhibitory properties of the

buzzer.
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METHOD

Subjects and apparatus.

The Ss were 54 male hooded rats of the Long-

Evans strain, obtained from Rockland Farms. They were

90-120 days old at the start of the experiment. The
weight range of the S_s was approximately 300-360 grams.

Major components of the apparatus were a 1-ft.
start box, a 4-ft. straight alley, a 1-ft. wooden goal
box 10 in. wide X 10 in. high, and a portable 1-ft.

The start box and alley had grid"shock" chamber.
A trap-door floor hinged alongfloors and glass lids.

one edge, 6 in. from the grid floor, divided the start
A guillotinebox into upper and lower compartments.

door at the entrance to the goal box prevented retracing.
A buzzer (76 db) was located .5 in. from the back of the

Further details of the apparatus are foundstart box.
in Melvin et al. (1965).

The shock chamber measured 8^ in. long X 3^ in.
wide X 4 in. deep, had plexiglass sides, a masonite

The floor con-door on each end, and a screened top.

sisted of two galvanized tin plates in. long X 1 in.

bulb was locatedA 100 w.wide, spaced in. apart.

6-7 in. above the top of the shock chamber. The

experimental room was dimly illuminated by a 100 bulbw.
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located on a table 6 ft. from the goal box of the
alley.

Through the use of photocells and associated

electronic equipment, response times were measured to

the nearest .01 sec. Start time was defined as the time
elapsing from the release of the trap door until a light
beam 12.5 in. from the back of the goal box had been
interrupted. Alley time was measured from the latter
event to the interruption of a beam 0.5 in. inside the

An additional photocell unit was placed ingoa 1 box.
the runway 1 ft. from the start box to measure pre
punishment running times. Shock intensity was controlled

Voltage was delivered through athrough a Powerstat.

10,000 ohm series resistor and monitored through a

vacuum tube ac voltmeter.

Procedure.

access

were run at night.
Fear Conditioning.Phase I: On Day 2, was 

again handled and placed in the nonelectrified shock box

On Day 1, S^ was handled and placed in the 
nonelectrified shock chamber for approximately 15 min.
The S^ was then placed in an individual cage with free 

to water but no food for 24 hrs. Half of the
S_s in each group were run during daylight hours, half
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for 15 min. immediately prior to the experimental
session.

The groups were treated

as follows:

Conditioning—100% Secondary punishment Group1.

(CS-100).

shock chamber.

(CS) which terminated simultaneously with the onset of a

identical buzzer-shock presentations.

at intervals of approximately 150 sec.

Conditioning--33% Secondary Punishment Group2.
In this phase, the procedure was identical(CS-33) .

to that of Group CS-100.
Conditioning--0% Secondary Punishment Group3.

In this phase, the procedure was identical to(CS-O) .
that of Groups CS-100 and CS-33.

4.
(CS-SK).
that of Groups CS-100, CS-33, and CS-O.

On trial 1, SRandom-Buzzer Group (RB).5.
The E

then initiated a 1-sec. 80 v.a.c. shock (US) which was
Each of 14

additional trials began 150 sec. following the shock

On trial 1, S_ was placed on the floor of the
The E then initiated a 3-sec. buzzer

The _S received 14 additional
Trials were spaced

Conditioning--100% Primary Punishment Group 
In this phase, the procedure was identical to

At this stage, Ss were randomly assigned to 
six groups (N=9 per group).

was placed on the floor of the shock chamber.

1-sec. 80 v.a.c. shock (US).

followed 31 sec. later by a 3-sec. buzzer.
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termination, of the previous trial. each trial, theOn

buzzer appeared randomly within one of 15 possible 10-

sec. periods following shock termination on that trial.

Thus , the US-US interval was kept constant while the

buzzer-US interval was variable.

6. Novel-Buzzer Group (NB).

placed on the floor of the shock chamber. The E. then

On each of 14

additional trials, shock was delivered at intervals of

The buzzer was withheld during this entire150 sec.

phase.

Following Phase I, all Ss were placed in the

goal box of the alley for five min.

Avoidance Training. Approximately 5Phase II.

The release of the trapdoorfacing the goal box.

activated a timer which delayed the presentation of a

goal box.

substitution made.

min. following the last fear conditioning trial, _S was 

placed on the trapdoor and dropped on the grid while

3 sec.

initiated a 1 sec. 80 v.a.c. shock.

box and runway were electrified until S entered the
Each S was run to a criterion of five con

secutive avoidance trials. If S_ failed to meet the 
criterion within 20 trials he was discarded and a

On trial 1 J, was

60 v. shock in the start box and entire 4-ft. alley for
Thus, if S entered the goal box within 3 sec., 

the onset of shock was prevented; otherwise, the start
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Phase III: Punishment-Extinction. Immediately

For Groups

CS-1OO, RB, and NB, interruption of a photobeam placed
1 ft. from the beginning of the alley initiated the
buzzer (OS) which lasted for 3 sec., or until £ inter
rupted a photobeam located at the entrance to the goal

CS-SK, interruption of the firstbox. For Group
photobeam delivered a 60 v. shock which lasted for 3

For Groupsec. ,
CS-33,

(maximum) buzzer on a randomly selected one-third3-sec.

trials, i.e., 3 buzzer trials per 9-trial block.of the

If S failed to enter the goal box within 60 sec. testing 

ceased and scores of 60 sec. were assigned.

following training, _S was given 81 punishment-extinction 

trials, provided he continued to run.

or until S. entered the goal box.

interruption of the first photobeam initiated a
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RESULTS

Avoidance Acquisition

A simple analysis of variance based on each

S/s median running speed for the last five acquisition

trials revealed no significant differences among the

six groups. (See Appendix for analysis of variance

A Kruskal-wallis one-way analysis of variancetables.)

These analyses indicate that differential experience

during Phase I (fear conditioning) produced no reliable

effect upon Phase II (acquisition of the avoidance response).

Extinction
The mean alley speeds for theAlley speed.

Figure 1.

Each reciprocal was based oncals converted to ft/sec.

block of nine extinction

these data revealed highly significant Groups

effects.

(F=12.32; df=5/48; £<.001), Blocks (F=67.18; df=8/384;

2<.001) and interaction (F=2.09; df =40/384; £/.001)

of the number of trials _S required to learn the avoidance 

response failed also to yield significant separation.

six groups across blocks of trials are shown in

Each point represents a mean of nine recipro-

a S_'s median alley time for a 

trials. A Lindquist Type I analysis of variance of
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(CS-33) ran significantly faster than rats receiving no

In addition to the

effect was also observed, i.e., analysis of CS-SK vs.

Figure 1 shows that CS-100 ran faster than the two

control groups, "random-buzzer" (RB) and "novel-buzzer"

A comparison between CS-100 and the sensitization(NB) .

a
However, RB ran signifi-

An

similar relations, i.e.,

buzzer (F=5.64; df=1/16; £< .05).

secondary vicious-circle effect, the basic self-punitive

(F=68.70; df=8/128; £< .001) in favor of CS-100 and a 

significant interaction (F=8.47; df=8/128; £<.001).

An additional analysis showed that NB ran significantly 

faster than CS-0 (F=11.02; df=1/16; £<.01).

CS-0 revealed significant Groups (F=32.75; df=l/16; 

£(.001) and interaction (F=4.16; df=8/128; £/ .001) 

effects.

Moreover, Ss 

receiving the buzzer on only one-third of the trials

control group, RB, revealed a significant Groups effect 

significant interaction

Figure 1 indicates that Ss receiving 100% buzzer

punishment during extinction (CS-100) ran much faster

than Ss receiving no buzzer-punishment (CS-0), reflect

ing a secondary self-punitive effect.

(F=9.46; df=l/16; £{.01) and

(F=4.21; df=8/128; £<.001).

cantly faster than CS-0 (F=11.79; df=1/16; £<.01).

analysis of variance comparing CS-100 and NB demonstrated 

a significant Groups effect
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extinction (CS-100, CS-SK) failed to yield significant

Groups or interaction effects, although the Blocks

of CS-100 declined (see Figure 1, also Figure 4).

Analysis of the first five blocks revealed no significant

interaction.

Figure 2 exhibits the mean alley speeds for the
The pointsthree buzzer-punishment percentage groups.

in this figure are based on the same data as those of

Figure 1. Figure 2 is presented to illustrate separately

A Lindquistthe percentage-of-punishment dimension.

Type I analysis applied to these data yielded significant

earlier,

The slopes of the curves

effect was highly significant (F=9.42; df=8/128; £< .001).

A further analysis revealed that an interaction occurred

of punishment percentages.

shown in Figure 2 are very similar, i.e., mean running

differences among groups formed on the basis of percen

tage of secondary punishment (F=22.81; df=2/24; £< .001). 

In addition to the CS-O/CS-33 comparison mentioned

A comparison between the two groups receiving 

continuous schedules of buzzer-or shock-punishment during

performed upon CS-33/CS-100 yielded a 

effect in favor of CS-100 (F=12.36; df=1/16; j>< .01). 

No interaction effects were found in the three analyses

a further analysis of punishment percentage 

significant Groups

on the last four trial-blocks (F=7.04; df=1/128; £< .001) 

where the performance of CS-SK stabilized, while that
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speeds of the groups decline at approximately equivalent

rates.

Figure 3 shows mean alley speeds on blocks 1-5

Statistical analysis of these data wassame block.

deemed unnecessary, since median speed on buzzer trials

of the nine blocks.

buzzer-non-buzzer comparisons (i.e., of Ss who had not 

yet extinguished) disclosed no reversal of this relation.

of partially-punished Ss on buzzer and non-buzzer trials.

Each point represents a mean of six reciprocals based

based on an S/s median alley time for three buzzer- 

punished trials in a block of nine trials; each corre

sponding point on the lower curve is based on an S/s 

median alley time for six non-punished trials in the

exceeded speed on non-buzzer trials for every £ on each 

Examination of the 55 possible

on the alley times of the six Ss who continued running 

through Block 5. Each reciprocal on the upper curve is

Figure 4 shows mean alley speeds of the two 

groups receiving continuous primary or secondary punish

ment schedules (CS-100, CS-SK). One S_ in CS-1OO and 

three Ss in CS-SK who extinguished were omitted. This 

comparison resulted in a highly significant Groups 

effect (F=32,56;df = 1/12 ; £< .001) and nonsignificant 

Blocks and interaction effects.
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Resistance to extinction.

punishment groups and control groups. A Kruskal-Wallis

analysis of variance applied to all six groups revealed

significant differences among the groups in number of

Resistance

percentage of buzzer presentations during extinction

significantly less resistant to extinction than CS-100

not different from the median of

CS-100, this group exhibited greater resistance to

extinction than CS-0 (U=9; df=9; £<.05).

(U=2; df=9; £( .01) and did not differ from CS-O.

Finally, while the median number of trials to extinction

for CS-0, CS-33, and CS-100 (H=11.01; df=2; £<.01).

While RB yielded significantly less resistance to

Figure 5 exhibits 

the median number of trials to extinction for secondary

extinction than CS-100 (£=2.23; £< .05), this group did 

not differ significantly from CS-0. Similarly, NB was

for CS-SK (81) was

trials to extinction (H=18.45; df=2; £< .01).

to extinction is clearly an increasing function of the
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DISCUSSION

These results confirm again the vicious -

circle phenomenon; punishment facilitates an ongoing,

aversively-motivated response. In the present study,

the present study differed somewhat from the conditions

a series ofunder which VCB is typically observed:

fear-conditioning trials preceded the usual avoidance

and subsequent punishment-extinction phases. Reliable

VCB following a series of inescapable shocks has been

demonstrated earlier by Melvin and Stenmark (1968).

In addition to demonstrating a strong basic

vicious-circle effect, the present study extends this

paradigm to include the phenomenon of secondary punish

ment (Brown & Farber, 1968; Hake & Azrin, 1965). It

was found that an initially neutral stimulus (buzzer),

after pairing with inescapable electric shock, increased

reliably the vigor and resistance to extinction of an

Further, this effect was maintainedavoidance response.

by a partial, as well as a continuous, schedule of
secondary punishment.

shock-punished S_s (CS-SK) ran much faster and longer 

than unpunished Ss (CS-O). Moreover, the conditions 

under which the self-punitive response was learned in
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considerable theoretical import for two-process theories

of learning, including the Mowrer-Brown hypothesis

(Brown, in press). This hypothesis maintains, first,

that VCB is motivated by conditioned fear and rein

forced by fear-reduction. Second, the hypothesis

assumes that the fear response is acquired through the

operations of Pavlovian conditioning, i.e., through the

contiguous association of shock-punishment and certain

environmental and internal stimuli. If the assumptions

of the Mowrer-Brown theory are correct, then the use of

similar operations in the secondary punishment procedure,

i.e., pairing of neutral and fear-producing stimuli,

should produce a conditioned-fear stimulus capable of

supporting self-punitive behavior. Thus, the demon

stration of such an effect in the present study indicates

that the phenomena of secondary punishment and self-

punitive behavior share

Pavlovian conditioned fear.

While lending considerable support to the

Mowrer-Brown hypothesis, the conditioned punishing

effect observed here deals a further blow to the

discrimination hypothesis (Church, 1963). The

discrimination theory maintains that performance during

substantial secondary 

punishment effect in the vicious-circle situation has

The demonstration of a

a common conceptual basis,
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The results of the present study

This extends the findings of

Melvin and Martin (1966) who showed, in escape learning,

that VCB can be obtained when the mode of the noxious

stimulus is changed from acquisition to extinction.

The finding of a functional relation between

the percentage of secondary punishment and resistance

to extinction, as well as running speed, constitutes a

further extension of the self-punitive paradigm. An

analogous relation between percentage of primary

punishment and resistance to extinction was found by

Bender and Melvin (1968) and by Melvin (1964).

The partial (33%) schedule effectively facili-

Similarly, several earliertated avoidance responding.

partial

schedule of shock-punishment (Beecroft, Fisher, &

Bouska, 1967; Bender & Melvin, 1968; Martin & Moon,

1968; Melvin, 1964). Using a weak shock and distributed

trials, Melvin (1964) failed to obtain VCB in escape-

trained, 33%-punished J^s although the effect was found

studies have reported obtaining VCB with a

extinction will be weakened by a punishing stimulus 

which differs from the stimulus used previously to 

motivate acquisition.

run counter to this prediction, i.e., buzzer-punishment 

increases the strength of an avoidance response motivated 

in acquisition by shock.
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However, Martin and Moon (1968)

In

an avoidance paradigm, reliable VCB has been demonstrated

Examination of running speeds on punished and

ment with existing data on shock-punished vs. non-punished

trials. Using a 33% primary punishment schedule, Martin

and Moon (1968) found faster running speeds on punished

Using a slightly higherthan nonpunished trials.

percentage of punishment (50%), Anson, Bender, and

non-punished trials for partially-punished S_s revealed 

that speeds on punished trials exceeded speeds on non-

with 20%, (Beecroft et al, 1967) and 10% (Bender & Melvin, 

1967) punishment schedules.

slower than 100%-punished Ss. However, Beecroft et al, 

(1967) found no differences between 20%-and 100%-

punished trials for every S_ on every block of punishment

extinction trials. This finding is in essential agree-

than continuously-punished S_s.

(1968) found a 10%-punishment group inferior to a 100% 

were not significantly

punished trials.

In the present study, partially-punished Ss were 

significantly slower and less resistant to extinction

Bender and Melvin

Melvin (in press) found a slight but nonsignificant 
(p < .10) difference between speeds on punished and non

in 67%-punished Ss.

found the VC effect in 33%-punished Ss under more 

nearly optimal conditions using escape training.

group, although 50%-punished

However,
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punished S_s in terms of number of extinction trials
completed. Similarly, Martin and Moon (1968) found

nearly equivalent resistance to extinction in 33% and

100% punished Ss. In the latter study, terminal

running speeds were approximately equivalent, although

the groups were significantly different on the first few

blocks of extinction trials.

The extinction curves of CS-33 and CS-100 were

quite similar in form. However, the initial speed

difference favoring CS-100 continued across the 81

trials. While the classically-conditioned fear response

elicited by the buzzer-CS may have extinguished less

rapidly for the partially-punished group because of

fewer extinction opportunities, the potential advantage

accruing to this process may have been offset by the

lower percentage of trials on which the instrumental

response was reinforced.

suitable for the production of secondary VCB. These

conditions include the use of avoidance training,

moderately intense(60 w) shock, and massed trials. In

the present study, the 33% schedule of buzzer punish

ment maintained reliable self-punitive behavior,

although less strongly than the 1007° schedule. This

Extrapolation from previous studies suggests 
that the conditions of the present study were quite
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finding, in conjunction with the findings of previous

relatively weak noxious
stimulus or with a conditioned punishing stimulus, the
percentage of punishment required for VCB increases.
Furthermore, with a mild punishing stimulus, a

continuous schedule will be more strongly facilitative

than a partial schedule (Bender & Melvin, 1968;

Melvin, 1964).

In addition to the percentage of secondary

punishment relation, another noteworthy finding of the

present study is the potency of the secondary self-

punitive effect relative to the primary effect of

The strength of this effect wasshock-punishment.

evidenced by the absence of a significant difference

resistance to extinction

between 100% buzzer-punished j>s and 100% shock-punished

It should be noted, however, that those shock

decrement of conditioned fear in these Ss.

The results of the present study relate also

to the role of classical conditioning mechanisms in the

production of conditioned fear. Random-buzzer (RB) and

while the speed of buzzer-punished Ss declined after 

several blocks of trials, suggesting the gradual

Ss.

punished S_s that did not extinguish maintained a high 
level of performance throughout punishment-extinction,

in either running speed or

studies, suggests that with a
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novel-buzzer (NB) control groups were included in the

design to assess the relevance of the traditional fear

conditioning model to the self-punitive phenomenon.

associated randomly with shock for RB and never with

shock for NB. The performance of the unpunished control

groups (CS-O) was compared with that of the RB and NB

groups to obtain a measure of the impact of certain

variables which commonly confound the Pavlovian

conditioning procedure, i.e., sensitization and novelty,

or disinhibition. The RB and NB groups were compared

also with CS-100 to evaluate the possibility that

inherent properties of the buzzer might account for

effects.

The fear-conditioning history of RB was that

The use of this procedure has beenwas eliminated.

advocated by Rescorla (1967) who views it as the most

crucial control for the classical conditioning paradigm.

In the comparison between RB and CS-O, a significant

sensitization effect was observed, i.e., RB was

superior to CS-O. This suggests that the repeated

of exposure to a series of buzzer and shock presentations 

between the two stimuli

Although the buzzer was presented to these Ss on every 

trial during punishment-extinction, it had been

in which temporal "linkage"

alleged "secondary punishment"
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presentation of buzzer and shock in the same environ

mental context results in the attachment of some fear

to the buzzer. However, since RB was also significantly

poorer than GS-100, it appears that the regular pairing

of buzzer and shock in close temporal proximity is

necessary to establish a substantial degree of

conditioned fear.

While NB received no exposure to the buzzer prior

in an exaggerated response to any novel stimulus. In

control, as well as a novelty/disinhibition control.

The NB group exhibited greater resistance to extinction

significant disinhibitory or novelty effect. However,

the significantly poorer performance of NB than CS-100

indicates that the powerful VCB exhibited by the latter

group cannot be attributed in any substantial sense to

intrinsic properties of the buzzer and/or the sensi

tizing effects of prior shock.

The performance of the classical conditioning

control groups, RB and NB, support clearly the two-

process learning theorist's argument that Pavlovian

to punishment-extinction, these _Ss had received a number 

of inescapable shocks--an experience which may result

than CS-0, indicating that the buzzer exerted a

a sense, then, NB can be considered a sensitization
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conditioning procedures may strongly influence
instrumental behavior (Rescorla & Solomon, 1967).

In the present study, the nature of an animal's fear

conditioning history played a crucial role in determin

ing the strength and duration of subsequent instrumental

responding. The conceptualization proposed by Rescorla

and Solomon (1967) can accomodate buzzer-induced

According to the implications of this model, the

buzzer-CS.

ongoing fear-motivated avoidance response should be 

strengthened by the presentation of the classically-

facilitation of avoidance responding in _Ss exposed 

previously to contiguous buzzer-shock pairings.

conditioned, "excitatory"
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SUMMARY

The present experiment focused on three major

issues concerning the related phenomena of secondary

punishment and self-punitive behavior. First, can

well as primary punishment? If so, can a partial

schedule of secondary punishment maintain the self-

punitive response? Second, what is the contribution

of the conditioned fear process relative to other

sources of reinforcement such as shock-escape and pain-

Third, are the operations of classicalreduction?
conditioning necessary and/or sufficient to produce

conditioned fear in the VC paradigm?

The major components of the experimental

apparatus were a runway and a separate "shock" chamber.

The procedureThe subjects were 54 male hooded rats.

fear conditioning, avoidancefollowed three phases:

training, and punishment-extinction. In Phase I (fear
conditioning) the animals were given 15 conditioning

For four of the groups,trials in the shock chamber.
a 5-sec. buzzer-CS terminated simultaneously with the
onset of a 1-sec. 80 v. electric shock-US. A "random
buzzer" group was exposed to a series of 15 temporally
random associations of buzzer and shock. A
buzzer" group received 15 shocks in the absence of the

"novel

avoidance responding be facilitated by secondary as
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buzzer. The intertrial interval (150 sec.) was constant

for all groups. Following fear conditioning all groups

were trained in the alley to avoid a 60 v shock (Phase

II). In Phase III (punishment-extinction) the effect

of contingent buzzer presentation upon performance of

the avoidance response was examined. Three of the

four groups previously experiencing buzzer-shock

pairings in a delayed conditioning procedure were

exposed to differing buzzer-punishment schedules?

continuous (100%), partial (33%) and no-punishment (0%).

The fourth group received a continuous schedule of

Both the random-buzzerprimary (60 v) shock-punishment.

and the novel-buzzer group received a continuous schedule

of buzzer presentations.

The results showed that both the vigor and

resistance to extinction of the avoidance response were

facilitated by the conditioned punishing stimulus.

In addition, the potency of thepunishment percentage.

conditioned punishment effect was evidenced by the highly

However,

Running speeds and resistance to extinction of these 

groups were found to be an increasing function of

similar performances of animals receiving continuous 

schedules of secondary and primary punishment.

as a continuous schedule of secondary punishment.

Further, this effect was maintained by a partial as well
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shock-punished animals who continued running tended to

maintain high running speeds throughout punishment

extinction, while the performance of buzzer-punished

animals declined gradually over trial-blocks. Finally,

although a substantial sensitization effect was seen

in the performance of the random-buzzer group, this

considerably weaker than the secondaryeffect was

effect, indicating that regular pairing ofpunishment
shock in close temporal proximity is necessarybuzzer and

Similarly,to establish a high level of conditioned fear.

the performance of the novel-buzzer group indicated

exhibited by animals receiving a continuous schedule

effect of unsignaled prior shocks.

of buzz er-punishment could not be attributed chiefly 

to the intrinsic properties of the buzzer and/or the

that, although a significant novelty or dis inhibition 

effect was present, the powerful self-punitive behavior
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TABLE 1

Source df FIDS Pss

.1574.01.05Between. Methods 5 ns.

.063548 3.05Error

3.10Total 53

Analysis of Variance Based on Median Alley Speeds 
of the Last Five Acquisition 

Trials for All Groups
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TABLE 2

Source df Fmsss P

< .00112.33

112.17Total 485

Between Subjects
A (groups) 

error (b)

Main Analysis of Variance Based on Median Alley Speeds 
(Six Groups)

< .001
<-.001

432 
8 

40
384

53
5

48
78.86
44.19
34.67
33.31
17.79
2.78

12.74
2.22 
.07 
.03

8.83
.7222

67.18
2.10

Within Subjects 
B (blocks) 

AB
error (w)
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TABLE 3

FSource df ms Pss

< .055.64

19.74161Total

Between Subjects
A (groups) 

error (b)

Analysis of Variance Based on Median Alley Speeds 
of Groups CS-0 and CS-33

144
8
8

128

17
1

16
11.31
2.95
8.36

.55

.02

.03

Within Subjects
B (blocks)

AB 
error (w)

<.001 
ns

8.43
4.43

.17
3.83

2.95
.52

18.51
.71
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TABLE 4

Source df Fms Pss

< .00132.75

Total 161 59.41

Between Subjects
A (groups) 

error (b)

Analysis of Variance Based On Median Alley Speeds 
of Groups CS-0 and CS-SK

144
8
8

128

17
1

16
13.94
3.29 
.27 

10.38

44.67
30.01
14.66

5.07
4.16

Within Subjects
B (blocks)

AB 
error (w)

(.001
<.001

30.01
.92

.41

.03

.08
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TABLE 5

ssdfSource Fms P

9.46 <.0L

23.80161Total

Between Subjects 
A (groups) 

error (b)

Analysis of Variance Based on Median Alley Speeds 
of Groups RB and CS-100

144
8
8

128

17
1

16
11.13
6.90 
.88

3.35

12.67
4.71
7.96

33.05
4.21

Within Subjects
B (blocks)

AB 
error (w)

<.001
(.001

4.71
.50

.86

.11

.03
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TABLE 6

Source df Fms Pss

(.0111.79

24.31161Total

Between Subjects 
A (groups) 

error (b)

Analysis of Variance Based on Median Alley Speeds 
of Groups RB and CS-0

144
8
8

128

11.76
4.99
6.77

2.88
2.17

Within Subjects
B (blocks)

AB
error (w)

17
1

16

(.01 
ns

12.55
7.69

.58
4.28

4.99
.42

.96

.07

.03
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TABLE 7

Groups df ss Fms P

<.00168.70

25.05Total 161

Analysis of Variance Based on Median Alley Speeds 
of Groups NB and CS-100

Between Subjects
A (groups) 

error (b)

144
8
8

128

17
1

16

10.81
7.45
1.16
2.20

14.24
11.55
2.69

54.45
8.47

<•001
<.001

11.55
.17

.93

.15

.02

Within Subjects 
B (blocks)

AB
error (w)
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TABLE 8

Source df Fmsss P

<.0111.02

161 14.74Total

Between Subjects
A (groups) error (b)

Analysis of Variance Based on Median Alley Speeds 
of Groups NB and CS-0

144
8
8

128

17
1

16

2.50
1.02
1.48

1.02
.09

42.53
3.66

Within Subjects
B (blocks)

AB 
error (w)

< .001 
<.001

1.05
.09
.02

12.24
8.37

.72
3.15
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TABLE 9

Source df Fms Pss

1.04 ns

29.69161Total

Between Subjects 
A (groups) 

error

Analysis of Variance Based on Median Alley Speeds 
of Groups CS-100 and CS-SK

144
8
8

128

17
1

16
21.68
1.32

20.36
1.32
1.27

.36

.02

.04
< .001 
ns

Within Subjects
B (blocks)

AB 
error (w)

8.01
2.91
.15

4.95
9.42
.48
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TABLE 10

Source df Fss IDS P

1.23 ns.

Total 89 11.00

Between Subjects 
A (groups) 

error (b)

Analysis of Variance Based on Median Alley Speeds 
of Groups CS-100 and CS-SK 

Across Blocks 1-5

72
4
4

64

17
1

16

.06

.02

.02

.69

.56

4.22
1.46

Within Subjects
B (blocks)

AB 
error (w)

9.66
.69

8.97

<.01 
ns.

1.34
.26
.09
.99
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TABLE 11

Groups df Fmsss P

.65 ns.

16.21Total 71

Between Subjects 
A (groups) 

error (b)

Analysis of Variance Based on Median Alley Speeds 
of Groups CS-100 and CS-SK 

Across Blocks 6-9

54
3
3

48

17
1

16

.50

.14

.11

.25

.61

.94

8.96
7.04

Within Subjects
B (blocks)

AB 
error (w)

<.001
<.01

15.71
.61

15.10

.05

.04

.01
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TABLE 12

Source df Fmsss p

<.00122.81

41.37242Total

Between Subjects 
A (groups) 

error (b)

Analysis of Variance Based on Median Alley Speeds 
of Groups GS-0 and CS-33 and CS-100

216
8

16
192

26
2

24
30.08
19.71
10.37
11.29
5.88
.45

4.96
28.48
1.09

Within Subjects
B (blocks) 

AB
error (w)

<•001 
ns.

9.85
.43

.74

.03

.03
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TABLE 13

Source df Fms Pss

<.0112.36

Total 161 23.77

Between Subjects 
A (groups) 

error (b)

Analysis of Variance Based on Median Alley Speeds 
of Groups CS-33 and CS-100

144
8
8

128

17
1

16

16.54
7.21
9.33

Within Subjects
B (blocks)

AB 
error (w)

(.001 
ns.

7.23
3.96

.15
3.12

20.37
.77

7.21
.58

.50

.02

.02
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TABLE 14

Source df Fms Pss

<•00132.56

20.82Total 125

ns.
ns.

Between Subjects
A (groups) 

error (b)

Analysis of Variance Based on Median Alley Speeds 
of Groups CS-100 and CS-SK 

(Omitting Subjects who Extinguish)

112
8
8

96

13
1

12

8.02
5.86
2.16

Within Subjects
B (blocks)

AB 
error (w)

5.86
.18

1.04
.04
.12

.86

.35

12.80 
.83 
.34

11.63
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